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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks have a wide scope of
applications, one of which is to observe and examine behavior
of animals including insects, and amphibian. Our target is
localization of small animals that emit a sound in an outdoor field
by using a wireless sensor network. However, due to the resource
limitations of sensor devices, most of existing localization methods
are not compatible with such devices. In this paper, we implement
a localization method using time difference of arrival (TDOA)
measurements into wireless devices with a microphone and show
the results of experiments. We focus on the interesting behavior of
the Japanese tree frog and previously conducted some fieldwork.
We also demonstrate the pitfalls in the implementation with
resource-limited wireless devices for an outdoor environment.

Index Terms—Wireless sensor network, localization, Japanese
tree frog, outdoor environment

I. I NTRODUCTION

Mathematical models inspired by biological mechanisms
help us to develop robust and adaptive systems in the ICT
field [1]. In the background of these interdisciplinary research
progress, a lot of studies of the mathematical modeling of
biological systems have been performed thanks to the devel-
opment of experimental techniques and a computer perfor-
mance. The cooperative behavior with sociality emerging from
autonomous motion controls of individuals is calledswarm
intelligenceand there are lots of research that apply swarm
intelligence to the network control [2].

It is important to observe how individuals communicate with
each other for investigating the mechanisms of their behavior.
For modeling their communication, exploringwhenandwhere
individuals interact with each other is necessary. Thus, the
identification of individual positions is important. However, to
find animals in an outdoor environment is hard because they
often are small and conceal themselves in the environment.

Many localization techniques have been proposed so far,
but most of them are based on the assumption that a radio
transmitter or receiver is directly mounted on the target ani-
mals [3], [4]. However, it is hard to put such a device on a
target in advance in an outdoor environment. Then, we localize
each animal based on the information that are detectable with
some devices. One of such information obtained from their
communication behavior is their calling. It is a natural idea to
make a localization system that utilizes microphones to record
their calling communication.

Outdoor environments make it difficult to deploy the lo-
calization system that consists of a large number of devices
with wired connections. Therefore, we implement a localiza-
tion method into a small number of wireless devices with
a microphone for reducing the deployment cost. However,
due to the resource (processing power, memory capacity, and

communication capacity) limitations of sensor devices, most
of existing sound-source localization methods may not be
compatible with the localization system based on wireless
sensor networks. Most of existing sound-source localization
methods are classified into two methods: AOA-based (angle of
arrival) methods and TDOA-based (time difference of arrival)
methods [5]. AOA-based localization methods estimate the
sound-source position using microphones’ position and the
angle of the signal arrival at each microphones. To get AOA
information, a microphone array is generally used. Micro-
phone arrays have high accuracy, but they are expensive and
comparatively large [6]. This increases thedeployment cost
from a monetary and carrying-task perspectives. TDOA-based
methods estimate sound-source positions using microphones’
position and the time differences of the sound arrivals be-
tween all pairs of two microphone nodes. These information
can be easily obtained if each wireless sensor device has a
microphone and a clock-timer. Since we place a great deal
of importance on the deployment cost, we use TDOA-based
localization methods.

In this paper, we implement areal-time sound-source lo-
calization system using wireless sensor devices with a micro-
phone aiming at biological research of the Japanese tree frog.
Previously, we conducted some fieldwork for revealing spatio-
temporal structures inherent in frogs’ calling communication.
Then, we found that it was difficult to detect the position of
frogs because they call from inside of grass or underground,
but found that their calling was loud and continued for a
long time. According to the feedback of the fieldwork, we
design the localization system. We carry out experiments to
clarify the accuracy of the estimated sound-source position
under the outdoor environment. We also present the problems
to occur with the implementation of the present sound-source
localization methods for outdoor environments and present
the solutions for them. Figure 1 shows an overview of our
system, where wireless sensor devices with a microphone
record sounds emitted from a sound source and transmit
the sound data to a lap-top computer. The lap-top computer
calculates the time differences of the sound arrivals between
all devices and then estimates the sound-source position.

II. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

A. Characteristics of the Japanese tree frog

Japanese tree frogs have unique and interesting character-
istics. Male Japanese tree frogs vocalizeadvertisement calls
early at night to inform their existence to a conspecific
female (Fig. 2). When one frog begins to call, other frogs
that hear it also begin to call following the frog (chorus). The



Fig. 1. Summary of the implementated system

Fig. 2. Japanese tree frog calling at the ridge of rice paddies

chorus of a few frogs synchronizes in anti-phase so that their
calling does not overlap. Their chorus behavior is considered
to be for letting female frogs distinguish them individually.

The body length of Japanese tree frogs is 2.0–4.5 cm. They
inhabit rice paddies or forests and their positions are sparsely-
distributed. They do not call under the water and do not move
while it calls. Once the Japanese tree frog begins a chorus,
it often continues more than several minutes. The chorus of
Japanese tree frogs can be observed in rice paddies in the
spring of Japan, around which there are not the tall trees, but
are growing thick grass.

The ridge of the rice paddies is muddy, and most part of
it is not flat. Therefore, it is desirable to use a light and
small device. The authors of [7] implement a sound-source
localization system for the tree frogs using a special device
with a light-emitting diode (LED) that turns on response
to a nearby sound. This system can acquire the position of
frogs with a precision of about 10 cm since in this system,
respective devices are deployed in the observation area at
10 cm intervals, which takes comparatively much time to
prepare and manage the system. Our final goal is to achieve
the precision comparable to that of [7] in real-time by a less
number of wireless sensor devices with a microphone.

III. TDOA- BASED SOUND-SOURCE LOCALIZATION

A. Overview

TDOA is a time difference of sound arrivals between all
pairs of microphones. TDOA is obtained by phase-difference
measurements as shown in Fig. 3. The possible positions
of a sound source are obtained as two hyperbolas from the
TDOA between two microphones. Then, the intersection that
all hyperbolas obtained from all sets of microphones meet
is the estimated position of the sound source. However, due
to the errors of the timer in a sensor node as well as various
environmental noises, all hyperbolic curves do not intersect on
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Fig. 3. Phase difference of sounds

the same point. Therefore, to determine the estimated location
of the sound source, optimization methods are generally used,
e.g., the least squares method. In the following subsections, we
describe how to estimate the TDOA between two microphones
and how to estimate the sound-source position using the
TDOA in our implementation.

B. TDOA estimation using a cross-correlation method
For the localization of a sound source in the 2D-plane,

the positions of more than two microphones and TDOAs
between more than one pairs of microphones are required.
Although the arrival times of sounds from a sound source to
microphones differ according to the distance between them,
the sound waveform observed in each node is very similar if
the influence of noises and sound echoes are small enough. In
other words, if each sensor node’s timer is synchronized, we
can get the TDOA between two sensor nodes from the phase
difference of the observed sounds (Fig. 3).

As a general method for calculating the phase difference
of two signals, the cross-correlation function is computed at
each unit-time lag. The cross-correlation function returns a
value that indicates how similar two signals are to each other
when one signal is shifted by a lag (denoted byn). When
the function has the maximum value with a lag ofn∗, n∗ is
regarded as the phase difference of two signals. Equation (1)
shows the cross-correlation function for the discrete two sound
signalsf andg observed in two sensor nodes.

R(fg)
n =

∑N−1
i=0 figi+n√∑N−1

i=0 f2
i

√∑N−1
i=0 g2i+n

(|n| ≤ N), (1)

where f and g are signal sequences, which correspond to
{f0, f1, · · · , fN−1} and {g0, g1, · · · , gN−1} (|fk| ≤ 1 and
|gk| ≤ 1 for any k), respectively. In addition,fk and gk are
zero whenk ≤ 0 or k ≥ N . The phase difference of two
signals denoted byn∗ is defined by usingR(fg)

n as following:

n∗ = arg max
n

(R(fg)
n ). (2)

Finally, the TDOA is calculated asn∗ ×Rs, whereRs is a
time period for the unit-time lag. It is a premise in Equation (2)
that signals can be acquired at regular intervals without loss.
However, this premise is not always satisfied. In this case, we
interpolate these data using the linear interpolation.

C. Position estimation using TDOA
As discussed above, due to the timer errors of sensor nodes

and various environmental noises, the estimated position is un-
derspecified. In this paper, we use the approximate technique
proposed in [8]. Reference [8] represents a hyperbolic curve



Fig. 4. Time sequence of sensor node’s behavior

obtained from a pair of two microphones (this pair is denoted
by m) on thex − y plane asfm(x, y) = 0. It defines a cost
function J =

∑
m∈M |fm(p, q)|2 for an estimate of the error

between the true and estimated positions, whereM means a
set of all pairs of microphones, andp and q are coordinates.
The estimated position is chosen so thatJ is minimized. The
computational complexity of this technique isO(N 2) for the
number of the nodes (denoted byN ). This enables a real-time
estimation of the sound-source position.

IV. L OCALIZATION SYSTEM USING IRIS MOTE

A. System design
In our localization system, there are three types of de-

vices: sensor nodes, a base-station node, and a localization
server (Fig. 1). A sensor node is responsible for recording
sounds and sending the recorded sounds to the base-station
node. For that, sensor nodes are deployed to cover a target
area and they should be within the communication range of the
base-station node. The base-station node, which is connected
to the localization server, transmits the received sound data to
the localization server with serial communication. The local-
ization server interpolates data, calculates the cross-correlation
function, and estimates the position of the sound source.

B. Devices
We use IRIS Motes as asensor node. An IRIS is widely

used in the field of the wireless sensor network. Its clock
cycle is 8 MHz and flash memory size is 8 KByte. An IRIS
has the RF230 chip as a wireless communication interface
and its transmission rate is 250 kbps. For the communication
protocol, we use the ZigBee protocol. TinyOS is installed in
our IRIS, which is a free open-source software and is the
platform targeting wireless sensor networks. For the position
estimation, we use an ASUS ZENBOOK UX31A whose
CPU is Core i7 3517U and memory size is 4 GByte. We
call this laptop alocalization server. We prepare an IRIS
as a base-station nodethat has a serial connection to the
localization server. Since this laptop cannot understand the
ZigBee protocol, this node is necessary (details are below).
For recording sounds, we use the MTS310 sensor board. The
AD converter of the MTS310 can get a 10-bit information for
the amplitude of a sound at a certain point.

The sampling theorem said that the original sound wave can
be perfectly reconstructed from its samples if the sampling
rate is set as twice of the frequency of the original sound.
The fundamental frequency of the advertisement calls of the
Japanese tree frog is 2,000 Hz. Since the CPU clock frequency
of the IRIS is 8 MHz, it is possible to sample the sound of
the Japanese frog sound with 4,000 Hz.

C. System implementation
1) Implementation of sensor nodes:Sensor nodes have

three modes of operations: the synchronization mode, the sam-
pling mode, and the transmission mode. In the synchronization
mode, all sensor nodes communicate with the base-station

node to synchronize their clock timer. In the sampling mode,
sensor nodes store voltage values that their microphone outputs
and also store the time of sampling. This task is conducted at
the same time among all sensor nodes. In the transmission
mode, they transmit the recorded sounds to the base-station
node. At this time, sensor nodes transmit packets in different
time slot so that packets from sensor nodes do not collide in
the base-station node. When the transmission of the recorded
sounds is completed, sensor nodes change their mode to the
sampling mode again. Figure 4 shows an example of the
behavior of two nodes that change their mode. The details
of the three modes are described in the following paragraphs.

a) Synchronization mode:In our implementation, sensor
nodes take two types of synchronization methods, one is
roughly accurate synchronization and the other is highly ac-
curate calibration. The former is for starting to sample sounds
at the roughly same timing among all sensor nodes. And the
latter is for the estimation of the source position.

For the rough synchronization, the base-station node sends
its current time and all sensor nodes set their own time to it.
This rough synchronization is done only at the beginning of
the system operation to prevent sensor nodes from spending
their computation and communication resources. Then, the
calculated TDOA includes the sum of the time difference of
sound arrivals and the error of the system time of sensor
nodes. Therefore, it is essential to remove the system time
error from the calculated TDOA for estimating the source
position. To do so, after the rough synchronization, we gather
sensor nodes in one place so that the time when a sound
comes in each sensor node is the same. Then, we make hand
clappings and record their sound. Now, the TDOA of a pair of
sensor nodes for the hand-clapping sounds only contains the
difference between their system time. The localization server
stores these time differences, and when it estimates the sound-
source position, it adds offsets to obtained TDOAs.Note that
clapping sounds include various frequencies in a relatively
short time, and therefore, they are suitable for time calibration.
After deploying sensor nodes, these sensor nodes commence
the sampling mode.

b) Sampling mode:In the sampling mode, sensor nodes
store the sets of a voltage value that their microphone outputs
and the time of sampling the value. After storing a fixed
number of the sets, sensor nodes start the transmission mode.
In TinyOS, the maximum size of the data field in one
packet is 114 Byte. Because one sample consists of sound
data (the voltage value) of 2 Byte and time data (the time
of sampling) of 4 Byte, a sensor node can transmit at most
19 samples in a packet. In our implementation, each packet
includes 10 samples and a sensor node transmits 8 packets
to the base-station node in the transmission mode, which
are experimentally determined. In other words, sensor nodes
accumulate 80 samples and transmit them to the base-station
node.

c) Transmission mode:In the transmission mode, sensor
nodes transmit the data to the base-station node. Since the
transmission speed of an IRIS is a little low to transmit
sounds as streaming data, it transmits a certain number of
samples (80 samples in our implementation). Each sensor
node’s transmission timing differs by 100 ms so that the packet
collision among sensor nodes does not occur. The transmission
schedule of nodes are determined by the base-station node. In
our system, with consideration for the number of sensor nodes,
each sensor node returns to the sampling mode after 500 ms



of the transmission mode.
2) Implementation of the base-station node:The base-

station node informs its own current system time to sensor
nodes at the beginning of the synchronization mode. After that,
each sensor node sets its system time to the time contained
in the received information. This is conducted for the rough
synchronization of all sensor nodes. The base-station node also
determines the time slot of each node to transmit samples in
the transmission mode. In addition, the base-station node has
a role to transmit the received sounds from sensor nodes to the
localization server via a universal serial bus (USB) connection.
This is because IRIS Motes and the localization server share
no communication protocol in common.

3) Implementation of the localization server:When the
localization server receives the data that each sensor node
sampled for the same period from the base-station node, it
checks whether there is not data loss and the data has enough
volume sounds. If the volume is large enough and data loss is
above the acceptable level, the localization server interpolates
data. Then, it calculates the cross-correlation function for
each pair of two sensor nodes to obtain a TDOA. Finally,
it estimates the source position from obtained TDOAs.

D. Problems and solutions

Here, we show the problems with our implementation
and our solutions for them. These are helpful tips for the
implementation of sound-based localization systems.

1) Non-parallel execution of sampling and wireless com-
munication: A sensor node does not sample sounds while
transmitting the recorded sounds to the base-station node.
Wireless communication generates an interrupt to the CPU and
a critical section of any process occupies the CPU resource.
These decrease the sampling rate or cause sampling jitters.
Thus, sensor nodes store 80 consecutive samples and then
transmit them in the transmission mode.

2) Sampling-rate limitation and fluctuation:When using
an interrupt of sensor’s timer to sample sounds, its sampling
rate depends on the minimum time between interrupts. In the
TinyOS, the timer interrupt cycle is more than milliseconds
(less than 1,000-Hz sampling). Therefore, we implement the
sound sampling by the program loop. Then the minimum
interval of sampling is about 450 µs in the system time. This
means that the maximum sampling rate is about 2,200 Hz.
In fact, the fluctuations of the sampling interval occur (from
403 µs to 545 µs). We use an interpolation method with 1-µs
unit-time lag for dealing with this jitter.

3) Low clock accuracy:One second in the timer of a sensor
node does not correspond to actual one second. Main reason
of this is the precision of the CPU’s clock in an IRIS mote is
comparatively low. The localization server, which has a high
accurate clock timer, corrects this gap by preliminarily finding
out the ratio of actual one second to the devices’ one second.

4) Design of sampling periods:We calculate the cross-
correlation function for two sound signals that are observed in
two sensor nodes. To calculate the cross-correlation function,
both signals need to include the same part of the wave form
emitted by the source. On the other hand, too long sampling
periods cause longer time to transmit the recorded sounds
to the base-station node, which evokes packet losses. We
carefully choose the number of samples in the sampling mode
for our experiment.

5) Network congestion and packet loss:As the number of
samples obtained in the sampling mode increases because of
the increase in sampling rate or the increase in the number
of sensor nodes, the amount of data transmitted in the trans-
mission mode increases. To avoid congestion caused by such
transmission, these are decided in consideration of the sensor
node’s transmission speed and the amount of sample data.
Additionally, if all sensor nodes send data at the same timing,
packet loss can occur due to the packet collisions. Thus, sensor
nodes transmit the recorded sound to the base-station node
at the different timing for avoiding packet collisions in the
transmission mode.

6) Narrow sound-collecting range of a microphone:To
obtain an accurate cross-correlation function, a sufficient
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is required. However, if the sound
collecting range of the microphone is narrow, such a sufficient
SNR cannot be obtained. Preliminarily, we play a frog calling
sound by a loundspeaker. The range that the microphone of
MTS310 can collect the sound is about 3 m. This is the largest
bottleneck in the scalability of our system. Thus, microphones
are necessary to have a sufficient amplifier.

7) Inaccuracy in positions of sensor nodes:For the cal-
culation of a TDOA, accurate positions of sensor nodes are
required. Since we manually deploy sensor nodes in the
experimental field after the synchronization mode, it is difficult
to obtain the accurate positions of sensor nodes in an actual
outdoor field. In our experiments, sensor nodes are placed
at the corners of the predetermined square area. Although
there are many techniques for self-localization of sensor nodes,
applying these techniques is our future work.

8) Estimation error:There is an error between an estimated
position provided in the localization server and the actual
sound-source position. To reduce the error of the sound-
source localization, the estimation of the position is conducted
multiple times and we regard the center of gravity of all
estimated positions as the conclusive estimated result. To this
end, we regard the set of samples obtained in one sampling
mode as asample block, and estimate a position with each
sample block.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We examined the estimation accuracy of our system. In
a 1.8 m× 1.8 m outdoor square area, we set four sensor
nodes on the each corner of the area and one sound source
(loudspeaker) in the area. The loudspeaker played three types
of sounds: artificial sounds that had fundamental frequency
of 500 Hz or 2,000 Hz, and advertisement sounds of the
Japanese tree frog recorded in the indoor room. Here, the
fundamental frequency of the sound of the Japanese tree frog
is about 2,000 Hz. For the artificial sounds, the loudspeaker
repeated soundsthat included a 0.3-second sound and a 0.02-
second pause as a Japanese tree frog calls. The position of the
loudspeaker was set on the four positions P1 (0.225, 0.225),
P2 (0.225, 0.675), P3 (0.675, 0.675), or P4 (0.900, 0.900).

We evaluated an absolute error between the true po-
sition and the conclusive estimated position, and a nor-
marized root-mean-square error (NRMSE). NRMSE is de-
fined as

√∑
s∈S(Xtrue −Xs

est)
2 +

∑
s∈S(Ytrue − Y s

est)
2/A,

where(Xtrue, Ytrue) is the true position of the sound source,
(Xs

est, Y
s
est) is the estimated position in sample blocks, and

S is the set of sample blocks.A is the one side length of the
observation area (1.8 m).



TABLE I
RESULTS OF ESTIMATION

Sound source Sound-source position [m] Estimated position [m] Error [m] NRMSE [m] Example: 500 Hz (P2)

500 Hz

P1 (0.225, 0.225) (0.823, 0.858) 0.871 0.632
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 0
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 3

-0.5  0  0.5  1  1.5  2  2.5

result (single)
result (average)

sound source
sensor node

P2 (0.225, 0.675) (0.488, 0.724) 0.268 0.371
P3 (0.675, 0.675) (0.815, 0.765) 0.167 0.496
P4 (0.900, 0.900) (0.827, 0.743) 0.173 0.216

2,000 Hz

P1 (0.225, 0.225) (0.590, 0.528) 0.474 0.383
P2 (0.225, 0.675) (0.810, 0.902) 0.627 0.560
P3 (0.675, 0.675) (0.815, 0.765) 0.167 0.305
P4 (0.900, 0.900) (0.827, 0.897) 0.073 0.275

Japanese tree frog

P1 (0.225, 0.225) (0.567, 0.534) 0.461 0.547
P2 (0.225, 0.675) (0.552, 0.748) 0.336 0.475
P3 (0.675, 0.675) (0.694, 0.851) 0.178 0.456
P4 (0.900, 0.900) (0.837, 0.820) 0.101 0.343

A. Results

We carried out the experiment in the quiet outdoors. There
was a faint noise produced by insects and wind. The outdoor
air temperature was 11 degrees Celsius, so the sonic speed
was 338.21 m/s. In this paper, the position of the loudspeaker
means the position of its diaphragm and the position of sensor
nodes means the position of their microphone.Localization
computation for one sample block in the localization server
taked about 0.3 s.

Table I shows the estimation results. At first, an estimated
position of the Japanese tree frog is with an error between
10.1 cm to 46.1 cm. Since we set out to achieve an error
within about 10 cm, this system is still insufficient in terms of
the accuracy. Comparing the NRMSEs with the 500 Hz sound
and the 2,000 Hz sound, there is no remarkable difference.
We investigate the causes of errors in the TDOA calculation
with these sounds. The sampling rate of sensor nodes (about
2,200 Hz) is not enough for restoring the 2,000 Hz original
sounds. In addition, since both sound signals repeat the same
waveform, the cross correlation functions with them have
multiple peaks.

In most of the results, estimation errors are more smaller
when the sound source is nearer the center of the area. This
is because as a sensor node is farther from the sound source,
the SNR of received sound signal is smaller, which results
in incorrect TDOAs. Some results are subject to echoes and
environmental noises and show a bad accuracy (in paticular,
the result of 500 Hz (P2)). In the table, we show a figure that
represents estimated positions in sample blocks (result (sin-
gle)) and the conclusive estimated position (result (average)).

On the scalability of our system, we made a simulation
where the field size was 20 m× 20 m. In the simulation, a
random value generated by the normal distribution with the
average of 0 ms and the standard deviation of 2.0 ms was
added to the true TDOA. This value of the standard deviation
was measured in our experiment (500 Hz (P4)). When a sound
source was installed at (2.5, 2.5), (2.5, 7.5), (7.5, 7.5), or (10,
10), absolute error was 0.070 m, 0.050 m, 0.084 m, 0.541 m,
respectively. This result indicates that the estimation errors
do not differ from those in the result of our experiment even
though the field size decuples.

Due to the limitation of the sensor-node processing capa-
bility, the sampling rate is at least 2,200 Hz and this is not
enough to restore 2,000-Hz artificial sounds and the original
sounds of the Japanese tree frog calling. This causes an error in
the calculated TDOA. Meanwhile, a highly frequent sampling
rate causes big traffic, which occupies the network bandwidth.
Another problem is that the MTS310’s microphone chip has a
narrow recording range. Then, high-end microphones or more
sensor nodes are necessary for the wide area observation.

However, an increase in the number of sensor nodes occupies
the more wireless channel. Therefore, in that case, it is
important to choose an appropriate sampling rate and the
number of sensor nodes considering the transmission rate and
the target sound’s frequency.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we implemented a sound source estimation
method using a wireless microphone-sensor network. We
also showed the problems faced with the implementation
of the localization system into a wireless sensor network
for an outdoor environment and showed the solutions for
them. Experimental results of localization presented that our
system can estimate the Japanese tree frog’s position with an
error of 10.1–46.1 cm. Since our goal is an accuracy less
than 10 cm, improvement in accuracy is needed. Through
the experiments, we found a clue to the improvement. To
reduce the error, it is necessary to reduce both errors in the
TDOA calculation and the position estimation. The error in the
cross-correlation calculation was caused by the low sampling
rate, the environmental and device-internal noises, and the
time synchronization error. These will be improved by using
sensor nodes that have more rich resources and the high-end
microphones. On the error in estimation of the source position,
a larger number of sensor nodes can improve it, which we
validated by simulation. Our future work is to complete the
system for more accuracy and for multiple sound sources for
the actual observation.
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